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in the wilderness, while the morning marches were a sheer
delight. Our spirits sank as the sun neared the meridian,
and my companions whiled away the afternoon boredom
with their barren, cheerless singing.
On the third day we marched 26 miles—a fair average
day's march for laden camels—over what remained of the
Hibaka tract, a barish rolling weald of sand, into the still
barer downs of Hamra, practically without scrub of any kind,
and ultimately into the scantily-covered tract of Abal
Khadim with its gently swelling bosom of ridges and wide
valleys. Soon after starting we came upon an exposed patch
of gypsum and grey-blue rock, where we found a rich pro-
fusion of spiral shells, wherefore we named the spot Abu
Sabban. 'ALL shot a hare, which in due course we stewed for
breakfast at our next halt and ate with dates. The wind was
now coming from the south-west, a hot quarter, and steadily
gaining strength ; and we ploughed on rather drearily over
a landscape that reminded me strongly of Jafura. The
baggage-animals also had evidently been labouring, as we
had only made about eight miles when we came upon the
spot where the advance-party had performed their dawn
prayers and refreshed themselves with coffee. Not long
afterwards we actually sighted them in the distance but our
rather long halt for breakfast gave them time to get ahead
again, and we saw them no more though the sun went down
on us and we quickened our speed in the rapidly deepening
gloom. We were beginning to wonder indeed whether we
might perhaps have missed their route as the blowing sand
had rapidly obliterated their tracks ; but at length we saw a
large bonfire far ahead of us and soon rejoined our com-
panions in camp at about 7.30. It had been a tiring day for
us all and there was a good deal of wild and angry talk in
camp, as of men tired and hungry and dissatisfied. But it
was nothing more than that. They would have been satis-
fied enough if I could have agreed to night-marching all the
time but that was clearly impossible. We had come to see
the country and not merely to traverse it, while I had the
support of those who still hoped to see and shoot the Oryx.
On several occasions during the day we had come upon old

